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Released for GITHUB on May 26, 2022

In this release, we've added some improvements and bug fixes. 

In this release

Improvements

GITHUBNODE-167 Improved error messaging in case Assignee wasn't set properly

EXACOMP-1181 Added a notification for the user not to paste invitation code in the same instance

EXACOMP-1518 Added Exalate Branding in Sync Panel

EXACOMP-1632 Improvem Date Format by adding a Month

EXACOMP-1738 Improved the view of long connection names

EXACOMP-1753 Replaced switch in Triggers form with a checkbox

EXACOMP-1766 Removed polling for sync transactions of non-existing connections

Bug fixes

GITHUBNODE-185 Added validation for triggers on Github

GITHUBNODE-214 Fixed the triggers for PR

GITHUBNODE-304 Fixed the status showing up on a Sync panel for PR in Entity sync status

GITHUBNODE-307 Fixed the issue with an Updated Basic connection containing two approaches to specify

repo

GITHUBNODE-312 Fixed the Remote link on a Sync panel

EXACOMP-1353 Fixed the logging of requests/responses

EXACOMP-1609 Fixed the problems when Exalating an issue via Basic connection after losing paid license

EXACOMP-1672 Fixed the Free Plan option when the license got expired

EXACOMP-1749 Fixed the issue with updating custom fields

EXACOMP-1752 Fixed the issue with accessing a Usage filed under "License Details"

EXACOMP-1768 Fixed the overlapping tooltip in Triggers

EXACOMP-1774 Fixed the verification issue in an environment without the Internet connection

EXACOMP-1787 Fixed the error: "You are not permitted to access this resource." on a Login page

EXACOMP-1791 Fixed the error during startup

http://exalatedocs.knowledgeowl.com/docs/search?phrase=:GitHub
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